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Draft 1.3 – (Subject to daily updates and public comment editorial)

Product Highlights:

The product we will be deploying for this funding award was always designed for vehicles, as have 
been all of our products since the inception of our business.

The product can be permanently built into a vehicle at initial manufacturing or added into a vehicle in 
after-market.

The product can also be used outside of vehicles. (ie: emergency energy deployments)

The product is modular in systematization.

The product IP is protect by issued U.S. Government-reviewed patent awards, trade secrets and 
executed NDA's.

The product can be the primary or secondary source of power or a range-extender.

The product works on EVERY vehicle, on Earth, Today! To confirm: It helps every single electric 
vehicle, gasoline vehicle, diesel vehicle and fuel cell vehicle, on the planet, today and for the next 20 
years. It is NOT specific to a single fuel-type vehicle.

All of the fuel stock for the product can come from domestic sources.

The product can be easily scaled to any size energy need.

Every bit of infrastructure for the product is already built. A major gas station service has already 
expressed partnership interest.

90% of all existing energy suppliers can provide services or resources for the product.

The product can be built in existing domestic structures using domestic workers.

The product can meet 80% of the related requests at DoD and on Grants.gov and can be built to 
MilSpec.

The product solves the internationally highlighted problem caused by pollution and wasted expenses 
from idling commercial trucks.

The product will be demonstrated and public metricized in state-of-the-art test vehicles which deliver 
record-setting performance.
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The product solves the electric extension cord problem for electric car owners and landlords by 
eliminating the need to install, or search for, extension cords or their outlets.

The product re-introduces profits lost from new technologies back into the profit stream of many 
companies who are concerned that they may lose profits from new technologies.

Every sub-part of the product is already being manufactured today. There is little, or no, technology 
development risk.

Business Outline

Our business is: The provision of exceptional mobile energy transportation, production and 
distribution.

We have won Congressional commendation, seminal patent awards, government grants and public 
acclaim as well as the wrath of the shareholders of competing technologies threatened by becoming 
obsolescent from modern approaches. Competitors, and their political employees, have spent vast 
resources to try to halt the progress of our technologies but the public and the market have sent them 
packing and industry has found that there is no other workable solution to solve the needs of the 
contemporary world.

Status:

1. We have translated our idea into a compelling business model validated by market investments, 
and competitor copy-cat and interdiction attempts. 

2. We have crafted a business plan to serve as our “Plan A” Roadmap  and created multiple Plan B 
contingency options.

3. We have found and investigated our competitors.

4. We have draft an updated list of our Dream Team and kept it confidential to mitigate previous 
poaching and industrial intelligence gathering attempts.

5. We have allocated the equity opportunities in our venture.

6. We have built minimum viable product models and validated our plan with customers. 

7. We have established our brand with online public profiles and web presence.

8. We have networked effectively within the entrepreneurial ecosystem and government political 
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circles.

9.  We have incorporated for protection and investment. 

10.We have “Lawyered Up” with primary, secondary and tertiary on-call expert law and forensics 
resources.

11. We have sourced a list of additional potential directors and advisors. 

12. We have sourced special investigators and security personnel skilled in interdicting “moles”, 
competitor and overseas hackers and creating a buttress against additional intellectual property 
theft attempts. 

13. We have selected a primary, secondary and tertiary on-call accounting service and an 
accounting system and created a novel “floating over-head” system which can slide our Cost-of-
Operations from low to high, on-demand, in order to weather economic turmoils and 
competitive attacks.

14. We have established a credit profile and sourced credit management services.

15. We have received Congressional validation that all of our projections were accurate in our 
previous related proposals while almost every competitor projection was wrong, thus proving 
that our projection accuracy is effective.

16. We have opened Bank, Credit Card and Merchant Accounts and created a system to open and 
close them on an “as-needed” basis to dial our overhead.

17. We have chosen our key technologies, platforms and vendor options and will finalize them 
pending the global market focus group update interviews with our customers and partners, 
which will be financed by this effort.

18. We have sourced services to measure our business with quantitative and qualitative data 
analytics.

19. We have proven that we can, and will, litigate, interdict and terminate any competitor, of any 
size, who attempts to attack our organization.

20. We have ready resources to round out our team with employees and contractors. 

21. We have established a stock option plan to motivate our teams.

22. We have created upside that is attractive to investors.

23. We have sourced resources to nurture our investor pipeline.

24. We have created online fund-raising support platforms. 

25. We have prepared legal services who can support term sheet negotiation and investor due 
diligence.
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26. We have sourced multiple experts who can support valuation calculations for funding and 
option grants.

27. We have targeted an acquisition path as our exit strategy for investors.

28. We have historically proven our ability to innovate ahead of our competition.

29. We have acknowledged that the energy industry is a trillion dollar-plus opportunity which also 
carries with it the risk of high-ticket interdictions by competitive forces. We have mitigated 
future interdiction attempts by partnering with law enforcement, journalist and special 
investigator resources who have proven their value in recent activities.

30. We have established a business policy of transparency and support for the public markets 
which has been embraced by billions of members of the global community. 

31. We have interested co-funding parties who will move forward based upon an acceptable letter 
of Commitment from the Department of Energy.

32. We have pre-fit our product to every major automotive manufacturer including Honda, Toyota, 
Kia, Hyundai and all other key industrial, defense and consumer vehicle partners.

Market Highlights

After hundreds of billions of dollars, and decades, of research the market, and industry, have spoken: 
“There is no other technology that solves all of the problems of modern mobile energy”
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SEE FULL PDF CORE FILE FOR MORE...
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